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Penguin Books, 2011. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+
Customer Service! Summary: "Unnerving. . . . An absorbing picture of dawning apocalypse. . . . A
disturbing portrait of a society convinced it''s close to utopia when a cure for aging is invented.
Unsurprisingly, it doesn''t take long for that seeming utopia to dissolve into a planet-overstressed
from overpopulation, food and fuel shortages, and general lawlessness-going into systemic failure.
. . . The Postmortal is a suitably chilling entry into the ''it''s-the-end-of-the-world'' canon." - The
Austin Chronicle "Magary''s vision of future technology and science is eerily realistic. . . . By the
time you finish, you''ll want to hold your loved ones close and stockpile bottles of water. If all else
fails, you could potentially make a living selling them a few decades from now." - The New York
Press "An exciting page turner. . . . Drew Magary is an excellent writer. This is his first novel but he
tells the story masterfully. . . . The most frightening thing about The Postmortal is that this could
really happen-it''s not a supernatural story, but it''s even more terrifying than zombie apocalypse."
-Mark Frauenfelder, BoingBoing...
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ReviewsReviews

This composed pdf is excellent. We have go through and that i am certain that i am going to likely to read again once more down the road. I am just happy
to explain how this is basically the very best publication i have go through within my own daily life and can be he best publication for actually.
-- Anika Kertzmann-- Anika Kertzmann

A brand new eBook with a new standpoint. I have got read through and i also am confident that i will gonna read again once again down the road. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Miss Shannon Hill V-- Miss Shannon Hill V
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